Homework/Extension
Step 1: What are Nouns?
National Curriculum Objectives:
English Year 2: (2G3.2) Learn how to use expanded noun phrases to describe and specify [for
example, the blue butterfly, plain flour, the man in the moon]
Terminology for pupils:
• (2G3.2) noun phrase

Differentiation:
Questions 1, 4 and 7 (Varied Fluency)
Developing Tick boxes to show whether sentences contain proper and/or collective nouns. Only
one noun of each type used in sentences. Collective nouns are used with their matching common
nouns and no others.
Expected Tick boxes to show whether sentences contain proper and/or collective nouns.
Collective nouns are used with their matching common nouns alongside others.
Greater Depth Tick boxes to show whether sentences contain proper and/or collective nouns.
Collective nouns are used without their matching common nouns, alongside other nouns and
adjectives.
Questions 2, 5 and 8 (Varied Fluency)
Developing Find the rewritten sentence which has had a collective noun added correctly.
Collective nouns are used with their matching common nouns and no others.
Expected Find the rewritten sentence which has had a collective noun added correctly. Collective
nouns are used with their matching common nouns alongside others.
Greater Depth Find the rewritten sentence which has had a collective noun added correctly.
Collective nouns are used without their matching common nouns, alongside other nouns and
adjectives.
Questions 3, 6 and 9 (Application and Reasoning)
Developing Rewrite two sentences, adding or removing capital letters where necessary. Only one
noun of each type used in sentences.
Expected Rewrite two sentences, adding or removing capital letters where necessary. Some
proper/common nouns are identifiable only by context of the sentence.
Greater Depth Rewrite two sentences, adding or removing capital letters where necessary.
Proper/common nouns are only identifiable by context of the sentence.

More resources from our Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling scheme of
work.
Did you like this resource? Don’t forget to review it on our website
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What are Nouns?
1. Tick the boxes to show which types of nouns are used in the sentences below.

Sentence

Proper
noun

Collective
noun

A. Here is a pair of socks.
B. Alex ran up to the horse.
C. They came here on Friday.
VF
HW/Ext

D

2. Sara has written the sentence below:

The lions walked away.
She wants to rewrite the sentence with a collective noun. Which sentence below
would be correct?

A. The Pride of lions walked away.
B. The pride of lions walked away.
C. The crowd of lions walked away.
VF
HW/Ext

D

3. Neo has written the sentences below:

We played on monday. I won one of the Games.
Help! One of my nouns should
not have a capital letter! One
of them should!
Neo

Rewrite Neo’s sentences with the correct capital letters.
AR
HW/Ext

D
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What are Nouns?
4. Tick the boxes to show which types of nouns are used in the sentences below.

Sentence

Proper
noun

Collective
noun

A. Grandma ate the batch of bread.
B. A group of people were outside our school.
C. We saw some cows on Friday.
VF
HW/Ext

E

5. Rav has written the sentence below:

The puppies barked through the night.
He wants to rewrite the sentence with a collective noun. Which sentence below would
be correct?

A. The Litter of puppies barked through the night.
B. The flock of puppies barked through the night.
C. The litter of puppies barked through the night.
VF
HW/Ext

E

6. Ari has written the sentences below:

My School has a cat called lulu. She has some Kittens.
Help! Some of my nouns
should not have capital
letters! Some of them should!
Ari

Rewrite Ari’s sentences with the correct capital letters.
AR
HW/Ext

E
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What are Nouns?
7. Tick the boxes to show which types of nouns are used in the sentences below.

Sentence

Proper
noun

Collective
noun

A. A loud mob had formed at the bottom of Cooper Hill.
B. Old Mrs Hall lives in a cosy cottage.
C. A team got off the bus and the happy fans cheered.
VF
HW/Ext

GD

8. Liam has written the sentence below:

The angry geese honked at the noisy car.
He wants to rewrite the sentence with a collective noun. Which sentence below would
be correct?

A. The angry Pride honked at the noisy car.
B. The angry gaggle honked at the noisy car.
C. The angry Gaggle honked at the noisy car.
VF
HW/Ext

GD

9. Leah has written the sentences below:

I met a nice Family called the bells. They live on a nearby Lane.
Help! Some of my nouns
should not have capital
letters! Some of them should!
Leah

Rewrite Leah’s sentences with the correct capital letters.
AR
HW/Ext

GD
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Homework/Extension
What are Nouns?
Developing
1. A: collective noun B: proper noun. C: proper noun.
2. B
3. We played on Monday. I won one of the games.
Expected
4. A: proper noun and collective noun. B: collective noun. C: proper noun.
5. C
6. My school has a cat called Lulu. She has some kittens.
Greater Depth
7. A: proper noun and collective noun. B: proper noun. C: collective noun.
8. B
9. I met a nice family called the Bells. They live on a nearby lane.
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